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. synchronous memory circuit comprising:

an address bus for receiving an address;

at least two memory blocks each of which is capable to be accessed at said address;

and

a data bus for receiving data items for transfer to or from the memory blocks,

wherein in two consecutive clock cycles at least a first and a second write data items

corresponding to a first write burst operation are capable of being transferred sequentially to

the memory circuit vip the data bus and at least a first and second read data items

corresponding to a firslt read burst operation are capable ofbeing provided sequentially by the

memory circuit via theldata bus.

2. The memory circuit of claim 1 wherein the at least first and second write data

items are provided on the data bus at least one clock cycle after the first write burst operation

is initiated, and the at least first and second read data items are provided on the data bus at

least one clock cycle after the first read burst operation is initiated.

3. The memory circuit of claim 2 further comprising at least one input terminal

for receiving at least one read/write control signal for indicating a read burst or a write burst

operation, wherein each of the first write burst operation and the first read burst operation is

initiated upon an edge of a clock cycle by asserting the read/write control signal to indicate a

write burst or a read burst Dperation and providing a burst address at the address bus both

prior to the rising edge of the clock cycle.

4. The memory circuit of claim 1 wherein in two and a half consecutive clock

cycles at least a third and a

operation are capable of b

fourth data items corresponding to a second write or read burst

ing transferred to or from respective at least two memory blocks

and at least a fifth and sixttt data items corresponding to a third write or read burst operation

are capable of being transferred to or from respective at least two memory blocks.

5. The memory circuit of claim 4 wherein transferring the at least third and fourth

data items to or from the respective at least two memory blocks overlaps with transferring the
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at least fifth and sixth data ite^ns from respective at least two memory blocks during half a

clock cycle.

6. The memory cWcuit of claim 1 wherein the first write burst operation

comprises writing at least a third and fourth write data items to respective two memory blocks

so that writing the third write data item overlaps with writing the fourth write data item, the at

least third and fourth write datja items corresponding to a last write burst operation prior to the

first write burst operation.

7. The memory

write data items is written in

with writing the fourth write

8. The memory

reading the at least first and

that reading the first read data

circuit of claim 6 wherein each of the at least third and fourth

ofne clock cycle, and writing the third write data item overlaps

cjata item during half a clock cycle.

circuit of claim 1 wherein the first read burst operation comprises

second read data items from respective two memory blocks so

item overlaps with reading the second read data item.

9. The memory circuit of claim 8 wherein each of the at least first and second

read data items is read in one clock cycle, and reading the first read data item overlaps with

reading the second read data

10. The memory

blocks in the first read burst

item during half a clock cycle.

circuit of claim 1 further comprising an output circuit for

receiving the at least first and second read data items from respective at least two memory

operation and allowing the first read data item to be provided on

the data bus half a clock cycle after the first read burst operation is initiated, and allowing the

second read data item to be

operation is initiated.

provided on the data bus one clock cycle after the first read burst

1 1 . The circuit of claim 10 wherein the output circuit is enabled only when a valid

read data item is to be provided on the data bus so that no external tracking of the progress of

a read burst operation is required.

12. The memory circuit of claim 1 1 further comprising at least one input terminal

for receiving at least onejread/write control signal for initiating a read burst operation or a

write burst operation, wherein the output circuit is enabled by a 3 -state signal generated from

the read/write control signal.
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13. The memory circuit of claim 10 wherein the output circuit comprises a

multiplexer for receiving a clock signal and the at least first and second read data items and

sequentially transferring to an output bus of the multiplexer the at least first and second read

data items in accordance with the state of the clock signal.

14. The memory circuit off claim 10 further comprising at least two registers for

providing both a burst address received at the address bus and at least one read/write control

signal received at at least one input/terminal of the memory circuit to the at least two memory

blocks sequentially in one clock cycle.

15. The circuit of claim 14 wherein at the initiation of the first read burst operation

the at least two registers provide/both a read burst address received at the address bus and the

least one read/write control signal indicating a read burst operation to one of the at least two

memory blocks, and half a clock cycle after the initiation of the first read burst operation the

at least two registers provide both the read burst address and the at least one read/write control

signal indicating a read burst ^operation to the other one of the at least two memory blocks.

16. The circuit of claim 14 wherein the at least two registers are serially connected,

and one of the at least two registers receives the clock signal and the other register receives

the compliment of the clock signal.

17. The memory circuit of claim 1 wherein in the first write burst operation at least

a third and fourth write data items are written to respective at least two memory blocks, the

third and fourth write da^a items corresponding to a last write burst operation prior to the first

write burst operation.

18. The meilnory circuit of claim 17 further comprising a multiplexer for selecting

for transfer to the at least two memory blocks one of a write burst address stored in a first

register and a burst adpress provided on the address bus, wherein in the first write burst

operation the multiplexer selects a first write burst address stored in the first register, the first

write burst address corresponding to the last write burst operation, and in the first read burst

operation the multiplexer selects a first read burst address provided on the address bus.

19. The memory circuit of claim 18 wherein the first register holds a write burst

address until a nexi write burst is initiated.
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20. The memory circuit of claim 17 wherein the third write data item is written to

one of the at least two memory blocks At the initiation of the first write burst operation, and

the fourth write data item is written to the other one of the at least two memory blocks half a

clock cycle after the initiation of the first write burst operation.

21 . The memory circuit of claim 20 further comprising at least two registers for

storing respective at least two write/data items provided on the data bus in a write burst

operation, wherein in the last write burst operation the at least third and fourth write data

items are stored in the respective at least two registers, the at least two registers providing the

third write data item to one of the at least two memory blocks at the initiation of the first write

burst operation and providing the fourth write data item to the other one ofthe at least two

memory blocks half a clock cycle after the initiation ofthe first write burst operation.

22. The memory circuit of claim 21 wherein one of the at least two registers

receives a clock signal and ^he other one of the at least two registers receives the complement

of the clock signal.

23. The memory circuit of claim 21 wherein if a read burst address for the first

read burst operation and'a write burst address for the first write burst operation are the same

and the first write bursy operation is followed by the first read burst operation, in the first read

burst operation the at least first and second write data items stored in respective at least two

registers in the first write burst operation are sequentially provided at the data bus.

24. The memory circuit of claim 22 further comprising a comparator for

comparing a burst address of a current burst operation with a write burst address of a

preceding write burst operation stored in a third register, wherein in the first read burst

operation the comparator compares a read burst address corresponding to the first read burst

operation with a write burst address corresponding to the first write burst operation and allows

the at least first and second write data items stored in respective two registers in the first write

burst operation io be provided at the data bus if the read burst address and the write burst

address are the/same and the first write burst operation is followed by the first read burst

operation.

25. / The memory circuit of claim 1 wherein the memory circuit is a static random

access memory (SRAM).
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26. The memory circuit of claim 1 further comprising a circuit for generating an

echo clock signal from the clock signal such that the echo clock sjgnal is active only when a

read data item is provided on the data bus.

27. The memory circuit of claim 1 wherein the da£a bus comprises:

a data-in bus for receiving write data items{ and

a data-out bus for providing read data items.

28. A method of accessing a synchronous memory circuit, the method comprising

the:

(A) initiating a first write burst operation for sequentially transferring at least a first

and second write data items to the memory circuit in a first clock cycle; and

(B) initiating a first read burst operation for sequentially transferring at least a first and

second read data items from the memoir circuit in a second clock cycle,

wherein the first and second mock cycles are two consecutive clock cycles.

29. The method of claim 28 further comprising:

(C) initiating the first Wite burst operation in a third clock cycle, the first clock cycle

being the next sequential clock cycle after the third clock cycle; and

(D) initiating the first read burst operation in a fourth clock cycle, the second clock

cycle being the next sequential clock cycle after the fourth clock cycle.

30. The method of claim 29 wherein:

act (C) comprises:

(E) asserting a read/write control signal on an input terminal of the memory circuit to

indicate a write burst operation prior to a rising edge of the third clock cycle; and

(F) providing a first write burst address on an address bus of the memory circuit prior

to the rising edge of the third clock cycle, and
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act (D) comprises^

(G) asserting thqf read/write control signal to indicate a read burst operation prior to a

rising edge of the fourt^ clock cycle; and

(H) providing aj first read burst address on the address bus prior to the rising edge of

the fourth clock cycle.

31. The

memory blocks, the m

method of claim 28 wherein the memory circuit includes at least two

thod further comprising:

(I) transferring

operation to or from

at least a third and fourth data items corresponding to a second burst

respective at least two memory blocks; and

(J) transferring

operation to or from

at least a fifth and sixth data items corresponding to a third burst

respective at least two memory blocks,

32. The

data items to or from

the at least fifth and

half a clock cycle.
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(K) writing at

blocks so that writing

item, the at least thirc

prior to the first write

wherein acts (I) and (J) are carried out in two and half consecutive clock cycles.

method of claim 31 wherein said transferring the at least third and fourth

respective at least two memory blocks overlaps with said transferring

sixth data items to or from respective at least two memory blocks during

33. The method of claim 28 wherein the memory circuit includes two memory

blocks and act (A) cor iprises:

east a third and fourth write data items to respective two memory

the third write data item overlaps with writing the fourth write data

and fourth write data items corresponding to a last write burst operation

burst operation

34 The method of claim 33 wherein act (K) comprises:

(L) writing the third write data item in one clock cycle; and

(M) writing Ihe fourth write data item in one clock cycle,
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wherein said writing the third write datp item overlaps with said writing the fourth

write data item during half a clock cycle.

35. The method of claim 28 whe/ein the memory circuit includes two memory

blocks and act (B) comprises:

(N) reading the at least first and second read data items from respective two memory

blocks so that reading the first read data/item overlaps with reading the second read data item.

36. The method of claim 35/wherein act (N) comprises:

(O) reading the first read dataAtem in one clock cycle; and

(P) reading the second read aata item in one clock cycle,

wherein said reading the first read data item overlaps with said reading the second

read data item during half a clock cycle.

37. The method olyclaim 28 further comprising:

(Q) generating an ecno clock signal from a clock signal, the echo clock signal being

active only when a read dafta item is read from the memory circuit.

38. A synchronous memory circuit comprising:

an address bus for receiving a burst address;

two memory blocks;

data bu/for transferring data corresponding to the burst address to or from the two

memory blocks;

a octroi input terminal for receiving a read/write control signal for indicating a read

burst or a/write burst operation, wherein a burst operation is initiated upon a rising edge of a

clock cyfcle by asserting the read/write control signal to indicate a write burst or a read burst

operation and providing an address at the address bus both prior to the rising edge of the clock

cycl/;
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output circuit for receiving two read data items from respective two memory blocks

in a first r&ad burst operation and allowing one of the two read data items to be provided on

the data bus half a clock cycle after the first read burst operation is initiated, and allowing the

other one orlthe two read data items to be provided on the data bus one clock cycle after the

first read bur$t operation is initiated; and

a first and second registers for storing respective two write data items provided on the

data bus in a fircst write burst operation, wherein one of the two write data items is written to

one of the two memory blocks at the initiation of a next write burst operation following the

first write burst operation, and the other one of the two write data items is written to the other

one of the two memory blocks half a clock cycle after the initiation of the next write burst

operation,

wherein in rwo consecutive clock cycles the two write data items are capable ofbeing

transferred to the memory circuit via the data bus and the two read data items are capable of

being transferred from the memory circuit via the data bus.

39. The memory circuit of claim 38 further comprising:

a multiplexer for selecting for transfer to the two memory blocks one of a write burst

address stored in a third register and a burst address provided on the address bus, wherein in

the next write burst operation the multiplexer selects a first write burst address stored in the

third register, the first wmte burst address corresponding to the first write burst operation, and

in the first read burst operation the multiplexer selects a first read burst address provided on

the address bus; and

a fourth and fifth serially connected registers for providing both the read/write control

signal and the burst address selected by the multiplexer to one of the two memory blocks at

the initiation of a burst operation and to the other one of the two memory blocks half a clock

cycle after the initiation of tne burst operation.

40. The memory cljrcuit of claim 39 wherein each of the first, third, and fourth

registers receives the clock signal, and each of the second and fifth registers recieves the

complement of the clock signal
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41 . The memory circuit of claim 38 further comprising a comparator for

comparing a burst address at the address bus with a write burst address stored in a third

register, wherein in a second read burst operation corresponding to a second read burst

address if the second read burst address is the same as a second write burst address stored in

the third register the comparator causes a first and second write data items stored in the

respective first and second registers jo be provided at the data bus, the first and second write

data items and the second write burjst address corresponding to a last write burst operation

before the second read burst operation.

42. The memory circuit of claim 41 wherein the output circuit comprises a

multiplexer having four input buses for receiving a respective four read data items two read

data items from the respective two memory blocks and two read data items from the

respective two first and second registers, and two control input terminals for receiving a

respective clock signal and signal generated from the comparator, wherein the multiplexer

selects one of the four read dam items for transfer to the data bus in accordance with the states

I
of the clock signal and the signal generated from the comparator.

43. The memory circuit of claim 38 wherein the output circuit comprises:

a multiplexer for sequentially transferring to an output bus of the multiplexer the two

read data items in accordance with the state of the clock signal; and

an output buffer for receiving the two read data items from the output bus of the

multiplexer and providing the two read data items to the data bus when enabled, wherein the

output buffer is enabled only when a valid read data item is to be provided on the data bus so

that no external tracking!of the progress of a read burst operation is required.

44. The memory circuit of claim 38 wherein each of the two memory blocks

comprises an address bus for receiving a burst address, an input terminal for receiving a

read/write control signil for indicating a read burst or a write burst operation, a data-in bus for

receiving a write data item, and a data-out bus for providing a read data item, wherein each of

the two memory Mocks operates asynchronously.

45. The njlemory circuit of claim 38 wherein the memory circuit is a static random

access memory (SI
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46. (Amended) A synchronous rcfemory circuit comprising:

a first memory block;

a data bus for transferring data to or from the first memory block; and

an output circuit for receiving a first read data item from the first memory block in a

first read operation and allowing the first read data item to be provided on the data bus within

one clock cycle after the first read operation is initiated.
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47. The circuiyof claim 46 wherein the output circuit comprises a transmission

gate for selecting for transfer to the data bus the first read data item in accordance with the

state of a clock signal.

48. The memory circuit of claim 47 further comprising:

an address bus for receiving an address; and

a control input terminal for receiving a read/write control signal for indicating a read

or a write operation,

whereinAhe first read operation is initiated upon a rising edge of a clock cycle by

asserting the read/write control signal to indicate a read operation and providing a first

address at the address bus both prior to the rising edge of the clock cycle, the first data item

corresponding to the first address.

49. / The memory circuit of claim 46 wherein the memory circuit further comprises

a second memory block, the output circuit receiving a second read data item from the second

memory block in the first read operation and allowing the second read data item to be

provided qn the data bus after one clock cycle after the first read operation is initiated.

5 Qf. The memory circuit of claim 49 wherein the first read operation is a first read

burst operation.
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51. The circuit of claim 50 wherein the control cirmiit comprises a multiplexer for

sequentially selecting for transfer to the data bus the first ajra second read data items in

accordance with the state of a clock signal.

52. The memory circuit of claim 51a further comprising:

an address bus for receiving a burst address; and

a control input terminal for receiving /read/write control signal for indicating a read

| burst or a write burst operation,

wherein the first read burst operation is initiated upon a rising edge of a clock cycle by

asserting the read/write control signal to indicate a read burst operation and providing a first

burst address at the address bus both prior to the rising edge of the clock cycle, the first and

second data items representing a bu^st of two data items corresponding to the first burst

address.

53. The circuit of claim 46 wherein the memory circuit is a static random access

memory (SRAM), or a dynamic random access memory (DRAM), or a programmable read

only memory (PROM).

54. A memory Circuit comprising:

a clock terminal for receiving a clock signal;

an address bus for receiving an address;

a data bus for receiving write data and providing read data; and

wlwein the memory circuit is capable to perform a write burst operation in

which the memory circuit receives one read address from the address bus and the memory

circuit also receives, sequentially, two write data items from the data bus;

'herein the memory circuit is capable to perform a read burst operation in

which the memfory circuit receives one write address on the address bus and the memory

circuit provides, sequentially, two write data items on the data bus;
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wherein the Anemory circuit is capable to receive a new read or write address in

each clock cycle ofthe clock signal, so that consecutive read and write burst operations are

capable to be performed sequentially in any order with the respective read and write addresses

being received by the memory circuit in consecutive clock cycles, without any dead clock

cycles therebetween.

55. The

operation is capable to

memory circuit of claim 54 wherein receiving an address in one burst

overlap with receiving or providing data in a previous burst operation.
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